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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Classifier systems are thought of as a sort of adaptive 
system and categorized expert system based on reinforcement 
learning, as well, a Genetic algorithm Based Machine 
Learning (GBML) can be reproduced by a Genetic Algorithm 
(GA) (Goldberg 1989). J. H. Holland launched the first 
exploration about these structures. Learning Classifier System 
(LCS) used GAs to discover new rules for a given 
environment (Holland 1986). Holland proposed a number of 
mechanisms by which LCS could potentially realize many 
complex inductive processes. Though a number of researchers 
were inspired by Holland’s framework to investigate classifier 
systems and it also had some influence on the related field of 
reinforcement learning, the basic architecture was difficult to 
use and understand. So Wilson presented ZCS (Wilson 1994), 
which keeps much of Holland’s original framework but 
simplifies it to increase understandability and performance. 
Bull and Hurst have recently shown that, despite its relative 
simplicity, ZCS is able to perform optimally through its use of 
fitness sharing (Flake1998). ZCS was shown to perform as 
well as the more complex XCS on a number of tasks (Wilson 
1995). 

Most of these established classifier systems interact with 
the environment through three channels. The first output 
channel of the environment provides information message that 
indicates the internal state of the environment. The input 
channel allows an external control system to affect the 
environment’s state. The second output channel provides a 
reward signal that indicates the utility of input signals applied 
to the environment (Smith 1990). 

 Even though these variety schemes were developed, there 
remain some problems like as perceptual aliasing, delayed 
payoff, environmental niches, credit-assignment problem and 
so on. Especially in this paper, we deal with problems that are 
met when classifier system implemented in the real word. 
General environment, in which we want to apply classifier 
system, is composed of several environmental state spaces. 
For example, in the case of Robot soccer game, our soccer 
robot team’s strategy must be changed according to the 
positions of each object. If we want to use the classifier 
system in the problems, the first, input message has to be 
defined from sensor’s inputs. In this case, however the amount 
of information from environment through sensors is very 
much, classifier system can’t use all this information as a 
message set. So an expert who has some knowledge about this 
environment designs a classifier system’s encoder. But to 
define message from environment properly is so difficult 
problem because if the classifier system’s encoder is designed 

not properly, the information needed to learn good strategies is 
loosed and classifier system can’t learn much better strategies. 
So in this paper, we propose layered classifier system having 
multi-rule bases. From sensor’s input, a lower layer classifier 
system learns each strategy for state spaces analogous 
environmental niches concept, which is introduced by Wilson 
(Wilson 1995). And a higher layer classifier system learns 
how to allot these rule bases of strategy for each 
environmental state space properly. 

To evaluate this classifier system, we designed virtual 
environment having multifarious objectives for each state 
spaces. In the next chapter, we shows newly applied layered 
classifier system to this virtual environment. In the final 
chapter, from the analysis of experimental results we 
confirmed that layered classifier system could find better 
strategies during a little time than established classifier 
system’s findings 

 
2. LAYERED CLASSIFIER SYSTEM  

 
All classifier systems are having common structure 

composed of three parts. Detectors encode external 
environment states which are detected through robot’s sensors 
to message string; Rule base, composed of several classifiers, 
decides which behavior is acted for the input messages and 
updates classifiers in the rule base, according to reward of 
selectred action; Effectors decode selected action from rule 
base to behavior of robot and act decoded behavior upon 
external environment. This procedure is schematized in figure 
1. 
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Fig. 1. Common architecture of general classifier system 
 
Generally we can see that the environment in real world has 

sub-objectives more than one. For example Robot soccer 
system, to acheive one objective, winning, robots must learn 
several sub-objectives according to changing of game state. If 
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ball exists front of opponent team’s goal area, our team robots 
choose attack strategy. Then in this time our team robots must 
learns ‘Is this state for attack?’ and ‘How to attack?’ 
simulataneously. If expert don’t have enough knowledge 
about external environment for classification of these state 
correctly, He can’t design detectors properly. Then classifier 
system can’t classify rules for each state so that learned rules 
of classifier system in one situation are corrupted by rules for 
other state. To solve this problem, we designed Layered 
Classifier System. This classifier system is composed of two 
layers. Higher layer classifier system play a role in allotment 
of multi-rule bases to each lower layer classifier system. This 
means that it learns ‘Is this situation for attack or defense?’ in 
the previous example. Lower layer classifier system takes a 
part in learning action for each sub-state space using alloted 
rule base. This means that it learns ‘How to attack or 
defense?’ In the Fig. 3, the architecture of this system is 
shown. We apply this system on learning virtual environment 
having multifarious objectives. We used a simulated dynamic 
environment as a testbed and this environment was devised by 
L. –J. LIN [6]. The virtual environment is composed of four 
sorts of objects. Each object has one color among the four 
colors, red, blue, yellow or green. Red blocks present 
‘Enemies’, Blue blocks display ‘Obstacles’, Yellow blocks 
means ‘Foods’, and Green blocks present ‘Agent’. In this map, 
‘Enemies’ and ‘Agent’ play a game so that this virtual 
environment is thought of dynamic environment. ‘Foods’ 
positions are initialized randomly at the start of each game. 
These objects are scattered in the envrionment space randomly. 
This virtual environment is depicted in Fig. 2. The target of 
enemies is to find the agent and kill him. Opposite to this, the 
agent’s target is to finds all foods to recharge his energy. The 
energy of agent is used five points for every step moving, five 
points for every collision with block, and is refilled 200 points 
for eating food. When the energy of agent is exhausted or 
agent is killed being caught by enemies, the game is over and 
game score is calculated from the rest energy points. The 
target of the agent is to learn ‘How to get more score through 
the game’. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Captured picture of virtual environment to evaluate 

Layered Classifier System 
 
In this environment ‘Agent’ must learn three strategies: 

‘How to get foods through shortest pass’; ‘How to run away 

from enemies’; ‘How to avoid blocks’. For this problem, we 
designed new classifier system architecture. The our classifier 
system is composed of tow layers, ‘Higher Layer Classifier 
System’ and ‘Lower Layer Classifier System’. 

Fig. 3. shows the architecture of Layered Classifier System 
proposed in this paper and we evaluated this architecture by 
applying on this virtual environment model. In Fig. 3. 
Detectors encode information of tow sensors, ‘Global sensor’ 
and ‘Local sensor’, to two message strings, ‘Global sensor’ 
detects the state of neighbor cells in the rectangle of 9 by 9 
area and ‘Local sensor’ detects the state of 8 neighbor cells of 
agent. Each message is sends to ‘Lower Layer Classifier 
System’ and ‘Higher Layer Classifier System’. Action 
message from higher layer classifier system decides which 
rule base of lower layer classifier system is used. Then lower 
layer classifier system learns virtual environment using input 
message from local sensor and selected rule base. Finally 
action message of lower layer classifier system is decoded 
through the effectors and evaluated in the environment. 
Finally the strength of each fired classifier is rewarded from 
external environment for a while and the selected rule base is 
regenerated using GAs.  
 

Fig. 3. Layered Classifier System architecture 
 
Higher layer classifier system learns which rule base of 

lower layer classifier system must be learned at the present 
agent position. This system uses information detected from 
global sensor as an input message. The action message of fired 
classifier is used for rule base selecting of lower layer 
classifier system. Lower layer classifier system learns object 
obtain rule using selected rule base for a game. After the game 
ends, calculated game score is reward to lower layer and 
higher layer classifier system.  

 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

 
We applied established Learning Classifier System (LCS) 

and Layered Classifier System on virtual environment 
explained previously. From the analysis of experimental 
results, we evaluate the learning performance of Layered 
Classifier System proposed in this paper. We used Zeroth 
level Classifier System (ZCS) (Wilson 1993). In the case of 
layered classifier system, the population size of each rule base 
is 50 and in the case of established classifier system is 200. 
For the learning of two classifier system architectures, the 
strength of each classifier is initialized as 100, learning rate 
β  is 0.1, discount factor γ  is 0.1, and when the game ends, 
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each rule base is regenerated. In this time regeneration 
probability ρ  is 1, crossover probability is 0.6, and mutation 
probability is 0.3.  
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Fig. 4. Calculated game score during Layered Classifier 
System learning 
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Fig. 5. Accumulated game score during Layered Classifier 
System learning 
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 Fig. 6. Calculated game score during established classifier 
system having single rule base learning 
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 Fig. 7. Accumulated game score during established classifier 
system having single rule base learning 

 
To evaluate each system, we compare game score and sum 

of game score during learning of layered classifiers system 
with established classifier system’s one. Calculated game 
score during layered classifiers system learning is shown in 
Fig. 4. and accumulated game score during that time is 
displayed in Fig. 5. The calculated game score during 
established classifier system having single rule base learning 
is presented in Fig. 6. and accumulated game score is shown in 
Fig. 7. In the case of experiment using established classifier 
system which has single rule base, the slope of accumulated 
game score graph is uniform. But in the case of learning 
experiment using layered classifier system architecture, the 
slope of accumulated game score graph is changed. This 
means that while established classifier system having single 
rule base can’t learn more effective rules than early game 
results layered classifier system can learn more effective rules. 

Even though the early part of experiment using layered 
classifier system the slope of accumulated game score graph is 
small, as game is learned, the slope of the graph is bigger. 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

The experimental analysis means that layered classifier 
system can learn more effective rules than established 
classifier system having single rule base. And we can see that 
the accumulated reward of classifier system having single rule 
base is more linearly incremented while the slope of 
accumulated reward graph of layered classifier system is 
incremented. This means that in the case of this environment 
learning, proposed layered classifier system architecture 
having several rule bases can learn better than established 
classifier system having single rule base. From the analysis of 
previous experimental results we can conclude that layered 
classifier system can learn in theses sorts of environment more 
effectively than established classifier system having single 
rule base. 
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